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Simulations of Transboundary Atmospheric Transport of Radioactivity 

Released from Nuclear Risk Sites at the Far East 
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A long-range佐ansportof radioactive pollutants in the atmosphere has received considerable attention in recent 
years， corrωponding with many models to addr巴ssthese issues. In this paper a trajectory model Traルfodeland a 
Lagrangian particle dispersion model ParModel were introduced and applied successfully to sim叫atetransboundary 
atmospheric位ansportof radioactivity released from the Tian Wan Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) in China and 
Vladivostok nuclear risk site (NRS) in the Russian Far East for some specific weather condition. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years the focus has been on the analysis of 
possible danger to environment and population in the 

neighboring co皿住ies due to normal operations and 
potential accidental situations at the nuclear risk sites 
制RSs)including the nuclear power plants (NPPs)， nuc1ear 
submarinesラ manufactoriesof nuclear material， storage 
facilities， etc. The together attention-getting questions 
people are trying to answer ar巴:What is the probability of 
radionuclide a加lOspheric仕組sportto 吋ac叩 tcountries in 

a case of an accident at the NRSs? In addition the accidents 
at Chomobyl and Three-Mile Island have demonstrated the 
need to prepare for aiτbome dispersion of radioactive 
material. 

There are many NRSs in the Far East related to Russia， 
China， Japan and North and South Koreas目 Severalyears 
ago，“The Radiation Safety of the Biosphere" (RAD) 
Project was started to focus on the independent evaluation 
ofth巴currentlyexisting radioactive pollution problems and 
specifically those of the Russian Federation， and in 
particular， its emphasis is on the potential trans-boundary 
aspects (Mahura， 2001; Parker et a1.， 2003). In 2003， 
Chinese scientists， who w巴resupport巴dby Intemational 
Institute for Applied System Analysis (IIASA) and National 

Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC)， will add to 
this study by providing specific data on Chinese territory， 
participating in the modeling of atmospheric transport， and 
applying Chinese codes for parallel calculation of 
atmospheric transport at the Far East (IIASA， 2003). 
In this paperラ atrajectory model TraModel and a 

Lagrangian particle dispersion model ParModel were 
introduced and applied to simu1ate 佐ansboundary
a伽lospherictransport of radioactivity released企omthe 

Ti姐 WanNuclear Power Plant 例PP)in China and 
Vladivostok nuclear risk site (NRS) in the Russian Far East. 

H. Methodology 

1. Trajectory model ・TraModel
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Trajectory models desc討bethe paths of air parcels. When 

assuming that we have a specific infinIt巴simallysmall air 
parcel， the coordinates of the parcel， i.e.仕ajectory，are 
defined by the following equation: 

M 
Xi(t十.d.t)= Xi (t) + ~" . 

{ν[Xi(t)， t] + V[Xi (t + .d.t)ラt+.d.t]}う (1)

where xJt) = [x(t)，y(t)，z(t)] is the coordinates ofthe 

parcel at time t; 

ν[Xi(t)，t] = ~(Xi(川ド(Xi(t)ラ d炉(Xi(t)， tD
is the wind speed ofthe parcel at position OfXi(t). 

In principle， traj巴ctoriescan be calcu1ated directly企om
wind observations by interpolating between the 
measurement locations. In practice， however， tr句ectory
calculations are mostly based on the gridded output of 
numerical models. On the synoptic scale， the most accurate 
wind data come from numerical weather prediction (NWP) 
centers. They use the most sophisticated methods currently 

available to provide with accurate analysis fields for their 
model forecasts. Hence a time series of these analyses 
should be used whenever possible. An additional bonus of 
this data source is that the data are easily accessible to many 
researchers. From most NWP models， data are available 
either on levels used intemally by the model or on pressure 
levels that are interpolated企omthe model levels for 

synoptic purposes. For trajectory calculations， dat品 on
model levels are clear1y better suited since interpolation 
errors are much smaller. 
2. Lagra盟gianpar姐cledispersion model同 ParModel

Lagrangian particle dispersion models calculate 
仕ajectoriesof a large number of individual so-called 
particles to d巴scribethe transport and di伍lsionof airbome 
pol1utants in the atmosphere. They are different from 
tr吋ectorymodels which ar巴impossibleto describe仕組sport
phenomena in atmospheric turbulent f10w by calculating 
individual traj∞tories. Th巴movementof a marked particle 

is a sum of displacement due to the mean wind and a 
random displacement due to the diffusion processes: 
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Xi(t + ~t) = Xi(t) +νJXi (t)，t )~t + V;(Xi (t)，t )~t 

i=l， 2， 3 (2) 

where Xi is the coordinate component ofparticle (x， yラZ);Vi 

the component of me組問10均 (u，ν，w); ν， the 

component of velocity fluctuation (u'， V'， w'); ~t the 
time step. The mean wind fields are obtained as mentioned 
in section 3ユTh巴 velocityfluctuations are obtained for 
each time step froma Markov chain simulation after: 

u'(t + ~t) = u'(t)R + (1-R2)山 σ'uc，

〆(t+ ~t) =ν'(t)R+(1-R2)山 σvι(3)

内+~t) =ν(t)R + (1ーが)1/2σぷ+(1一町半。z
whereごisa normally dis出butedrandom numbers with 

mean zero and unit variance σu = (U'2)山，

σν=(ν勺山岨dσw=(wη)1/2 脱出evariances of 

the turbulent velocity fluctuations. 

R(~t) = exp( -~t /τ) is the Lagrangian印 tocorrelation

function.τis the Lagrangian time scale. 

The solution of above particle dispersion equations 

requires the knowledge of σνand τLi at any time and 
at any position of a particle trajectory. For their 

determination， Hanna (1982) propos巴da parameterization 

scheme that is based on the boundary lay巴rparameters h， L， 
W勺 Zoand u勺 i.e.PBL height， Monin-Obukhov length， 
convective velocity scale， roughness length and企iction
velocity， respectively. A modification method仕omRyall 

and Maryon (1997) is adopted forσw for convective 
conditions since Hanna's scheme does not always yield 

smooth profiles of σw throughout the whole PBL to lend 

to an unmixing of wel1-mixed particles. The above 

parameters can be determined by the profile method， 
reported by Berkowicz and Prahm (1982)， which uses wind 
and t怠mperaturedata provided at th巴firstmodel1evel and at 

the 10m and 2 m. The following equations紅巳 solved
through an iterative procedure: 

J(~u 

u* = --z・ Z" ，~， JO， ' 

ln~: -\fm (よ)+\fmC~~)
10 ""L' ""L 

e~= ~e -

Rlln五-'1¥(三)+ ¥fh(三)1
2 "'L' "'L' I 

L= Tu; -

gliB* • 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where K is the Karman constant; Zi the height of the first 

model level; Au the difference between wind speed at the 

first model lev巴1and at 10m; A8 the difference between 

potential temperature at the first modellevel and at 2 m; 'P m 

組 d'Ph the stability correction functions for momentum and 

heat; g the acceleration of gra吋ty;8* the temperature scale 

and T the average surface layer temperature. 
The concentration at each grid cell Ck 但q/m3) is 

calculated by summing up the contribution of each particle 

to the cell with 
/百 N

Ck =琵九 A川 (7)

where Q is the radioactivity (Bωof the releas巴;Nthe total 
number of particles; Nik the total number of time step of 

particle at the cell k;九 thevolume of cell k. The 

radioactive decay of nuclides is taken into account during 

the concentration calculation. 

The dry and wet deposition is calculated using the source 

depletion concept by assuming the deposition velocity (mls) 

and washout coefficient (S'I)， respectively. The deposition 
velocity depends on the type of nuclides and the condition 
of the surface. The washout coe担cientsfor elemental 

iodine and other particulates are functions of the rainfall 

intensity (mmJh). 

llI. Applications and Analysis 
1. Modeling region and NRSs 
The influence on the environment and population wi11 

vary with temporal and spatial conditions. We simulated 

位ansboundary a釦lospheric transport of radioactivity 

released企omtwo sites， i.e. Tian Wan Nuclear Power Plant 
(NPP) in China and Vladivostok nuclear risk site (NRS) in 
the Russian Far East (as shown in Pigure 1). 

Fig. 1 Geographical modeling region and position ofNRSs. 

Vladivostok is the location of the Russian Pacific Fleet 

headquart巴rsand is located at 132.40E vs. 42.90N. In 2001， 
th巴 focusof IIASA's r巴s巴archplan was on the analysis of 

possible danger to the environment and population in the 
neighboring countries due to normal operations and 

potential accidental situations at the nuclear submarines and 

storage facilities (Mahura， 2001). Tian Wan NPP is located 
at Hou Yun Tai Mountain on the eastem coast of China and 

located at 119.50E vs. 34.70N. 

Considerring the general atmospheric circulation pattems 

in East Asian Regions and the position ofthe two sitesラ the
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The calculated resu1ts of 3D and isenむopic仕ajectory
were di能rentin case ofTian Wan NPP and similar in case 
of Vladiostock NRS. As Draxler (1996) demonstrated， 
isen仕opicand three-dimensional仕ajectoriesresemble each 
other closely during most of the time (90%)， but can differ 
substantially when they enter baroclinic regions of the 

troposphere. So it indicates that if accurate fields of w are 
available， three-dimensional trajectories are more accurate 
than all the others. 
In addition， the impact region ofrelease is different in the 

case of Tian Wan NPP and V1adivostok NRS as for the 3D 
仕司郎tories.For the release from the Tian Wan NPP， the 
main impact regions include South Koreas， Japan， the 
northeastern regions ofRussian Far East and Aleutian Chain 
Islands. For the release企omthe Vladivostok NRS， the 
regions includ巴 thenorth regions of Japan， a majority of 
east Siberia regions of Russian and Aleutian Chain Islands. 
4. Lagrangian partide dispersion modeling 
Nuclide concentrations every 3 hours after a hypothetical 

release企omthe two sites were computed for the following 
input condition: beginning time of the release - at 
18:00UTC， 2003-4-29; duration of the release -1 hour; 
height of the release -100 m; whole quantity of the 
released 1311 nuclide -1 xl 010 Bq. Dry deposition is 
calculated by assuming deposition velocity of 0.0025 m!s 
for 13l I. Wet deposition cannot be calculated because of1ack 
of precipitation data. Figu.re 4 shows the deposition 
concentrations after 192 hours of the release for Tian Wan 
NPP and Vladivostok NRS. 
The impact region is similar to the resu1ts obtained by 

仕勾ectorycalculations. The calculations showed differences 
in ground level air concentrations and deposition 

for む勾ectoriesisentropic (lower) and Fig. 3 3D (upper) 
Vladivostok NRS. 

modeling region was located betwe巴n900E欄 1700W and 
15・700N which covers China， North and South Koreas， 
Japan， Russia and Aleutian Chain Islands (US) (as shown in 
Figure 1). 
2. NCEP global tropospheric analysis dataset 

In this s加dythe gridded dataset we used is from the 
Dataset DS083.2 -NCEP Global Tropospheric Analyses， 
which is one of the major gridded analyses available at the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR， Boulder， 
Colorado). The DS083.2 dataset is on 10 x 10 grids covering 
the entire glob巴巴verysix hours. Analysis has been done on 
a daily basis at 00， 06， 12 and 18 UTC terms (Universal 
Coordinated Time). 
3. Trajedory modeling 

There are usual1y several different tr吋巴ctoηrtypes 
depending on their treatment of the vertical wind 
component and coordinate system. The commonly used 
types of tr司ectory are: 1) three-dimensional (3D) 
tr2りectorieswhich us巴 allthree wind components and 
represent more realistic movement of air parcels; 2) isobaric 
trajectories which fol1ow the surfaces of the constant 
pressure; 3) isentropic tr，勾ectorieswhich assume air parcels 
are moving along the surfaces of the constant potential 
temperaれue.In addition，仕ajectoriesalso are distinguished 
by simulating air parcels following eith紅白rward(forward 
仕ajectories)or backward (back tr吋巴ctories)in time. 

Here the forward 3D姐 dise耐 opictrajectories from the 
two sites were simulated during企omApril 29 to May 1， 
2003 with the time interval of 3 h and the length of an 
individual trajectory of 192 h. Figure 2 and 3 show the 3D 
and 邸前opic 叫 ectories for Tian Wan NPP and 
V1adivostok NRS， respectively. 
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Fig. 2 3D (upper)叩 disentropic (lower) trajectories for Tian 
WanNPP. 
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dif:ficult， or because it is not normally available (Stohl， 
1998). 

Th巴principleof Lagrangian particle dispersion model is 

f呂scinating.Calculations of dispersion using it have directly 

relations with turbulence chaτacteristics of atmosphere 

without assumption of uniform and stationary flow and 

have no arti:ficial numerical diffusion like Eulerian models. 
Here we just give some results for a specific weather 

condition. We believe that the research tools introduced in 

this paper wi11 be app1ied to c丘町Yout analysis of the 

probabilistic pattems of atmospheric transport企omthe 

NRSs at the Far East and to evaluate ∞nsequen∞s of an 

accident in the further s加dies.
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concentrations for the release企omthe two sit巴sdue to the 

diffi巴rencesof wind field caused by the different release 

positions. It also shows that the maximum concentrations of 
the release企omVladivostok NRS are higher than those 

丘omTian Wan NPP. 
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Fig. 4 Dry deposition concen仕ationsof 131r after 192 hours of 
the release for Tian Wan NPP (upper) and V1adivostok NRS 
(lower). 

3) 

4) 

6) 

A1though State of A1aska (US) is not inc1uded into the 
modeling region， it can be seen that the air and deposi討on
concentrations in the region are less 4 -5 orders of 

magnitude than those in South Koreas， Japan and regions of 
Russian Far East. In addition， northeastem China can be 
contaminated and some regions are contaminated again 

several days after the release ofV1adivostok NRS. 
Other numerical tests show that a few changes of the 

release height and duration， such as the variations of height 
of 10 -500 m and duration of 10 min -6 hours， the air and 
deposition concentrations are not significantly changed. 7) 

8) 

9) 

I'V. Concluiling Remarks 

The trajectory model 1加Modeland Lagrangian particle 

dispersion model ParModel were successfully applied to 

simulate transboundary atmospheric transport of 

radioactivity released 企omthe Tian Wan NPP in China and 

V1adivostok NRS in the Russian Far East. The introduction 

mentioned above is just the pilot study and we ne巴dto do 

much work in future. The entire assessment of a model is 

di伍cultespecially on large scale目 Forexample， as for the 
tnりectorymodel， it requires the determination of a “t四 C円

reference trajectory. Although many different tracers have 

been used， none of them is ideally suit巴d，either because it 
is not conserved well enoughラ becauseits determination is 
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